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How workers’ needs are changing? 

What is a 21st-century career?

It is a series of developmental experiences, each offering an employee the opportunity to acquire new 
skills, perspectives, and judgment.

In response, successful organizations are providing tailored solutions that empower individuals to 
reinvent themselves within the company

Employability for 
all

From Carrier to 
Experience

Nowadays, it appears to be an impetus for employees to bring their soft skills, such as creativity,
leadership, and critical thinking to work. 

Most organizations however, lack a focused approach to helping their professionals developed social 
and emotional capabilities.

Prioritizing enduring human capabilities is the first step toward fostering a culture that best 
positions employees for long term professional success.

What ‘s a 21st century career?
A series of developmental experiences, each 

offering a person the opportunity to acquire new 
skills, perspectives, and judgment. Careers in this 

century may follow an upward arc, with 
progression and promotion at various times—but

they will look nothing like the simple stair-step 
path of generations ago.

The capability of Reinventing themselves as key
Companies should not just reform their L&D 
programs, but may also need to fundamentally 
reshape their career models. That starts with 
scrapping the traditional “up or out” career 
ladder in favor of careers where people can 
continuously reskill, gain new experiences, and 
reinvent themselves at work. 

Life-long Learning to face the fast skill obsolescence
As technology advances, skills are becoming obsolete faster than ever. But—contrary to 

conventional wisdom—the greatest value now lies beyond purely technical skills. In fact, the most 
valuable roles are those that enable machines to pair with skilled, cross-disciplinary thinkers to 

innovate, create, and deliver services. Many of today’s fastest-growing jobs are in fields such as 
health care, sales, and professional services that are essentially human, but can be aided and 

augmented by machines From macro to micro learning.

THE SHIFT TOWARD A NEW LEARNING PARADIGM

According to research, companies that practice a growth mind-set, create “designed 
growth” and stretch assignments, and openly discuss mistakes to promote learning are 
three times more profitable and have up to four times better retention than those that do 
not.

Co-Designing the learning experience

IBM has created AI-based self-assessment tools to help 
employees find career paths most relevant to their 
personal needs. Programs like these, pursue, the kinds 
of experiences they need to grow. 

Successful organizations are providing tailored 
solutions that empower individuals to reinvent 
themselves within the company.

Giving employees the ownership “Bottom-up” Approach and Mutual Benefits
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